Verification and Evaluation of Internal Flow and Motion
Related Observations.
At least two equivalent methods to achieve the same physical phase-gradient bipolar-modulation for motion-encoding (shown in Fig. 1 The class of such motions in living subjects comprises more than simply physical fluid flow, e.g. , blood in vessels; any tissue motion can, in principle, be imaged. Initial confirmation in the application to imaging heart muscle motion appeared in preliminary descriptions elsewhere, and one example extended from those studies is discussed later in this article (5, 10).
MATERIALS

Phantom.
A polyethylene square-bottle, Figure  3a shows the phase-sensitive reconstruction from the same raw data used in Figure  2b . We predict it to be the magnetization density multiplied everywhere by sine (phase angle). illustrates the same phase artifact even when the flow is turned off. By using negative sense phase modulation, the scan in Figure  4a results. If we compare the details of the true flow image at 0.6 cm/sec in Figure  6b with the conventional magnitude reconstruction image at much larger flow rates in Figure  6a 
